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Abstract: God Aton made Human being in His image so that every Human is born genius if (s)he obeys God Aton’s laws and foremost Law of Love or Rhythmic Balanced Interchange: equal giving and regiving in all Human transactions. The whole purpose of life is to manifest God Aton in Truth and the Law so that Human life becomes more and more beautiful and Human more and more powerful in her/his manifestation of power. Human power lies in GIVING so that each half of a cycle eternally gives to the other half for re-giving. This is universal law and each individual must manifest this law.
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1. Introduction

Wish to be a genie?
And what if you were presented with that ultimate gift? What if you came across the Aladdin’s Lamp with three wishes? Is that not the ultimate lottery ticket, or winning jackpot? Taken a step further, is that not the gift of God Aton to all mankind?

What WILL you wish for when that day comes? Wish to be the Genie! That way you can create as much as you want, for as long as you want! This is where you are today, this hour. You can wish to know the TRUTH, and act accordingly. Or remain in darkness and follow your adversary’s drum beat!

2. In the beginning

In the beginning God Aton, the Father. The Father is Light, the still Light of the Spirit whom no Human can see. The dwelling place of the Father is the Kingdom of Heaven, and it is without form and void.

In the beginning the Father said: “Let there be Light, and let darkness shine out of Light and Light out of darkness.” And it was so. The One Light of the Father in His Kingdom of Heaven divided the void. And behold two father-mother lights of night-less suns shone out of the darkness of the void and day appeared in undivided oneness of everlasting day.

And the Father centered His suns as seed of His desire that forms should appear from formless Light to fulfill His desire for division of the One into many divided ones formed in the image of His imaging.

And mighty polar breathings of desire within the night-less suns begat earths to course suns’ far heavens to divide the day and give night to day to mate the day. And lo—night was born on earths from night-less day and day was born from night. Are we together so far? Now wait a minute—I DID NOT SAY “ON EARTH”. You are a smug and conceited lot on Earth, are you not?

God Aton saw that it was pretty good that each of the two, begat from One, was born of each other, to disappear into the One, to reappear as the other. Thus the One Light of God Aton’s knowing extended to the two of His thinking, pulsed as the three of all creating things, the One centering the two, the two extended from the One; the Spirit; the Father-Mother polarity of Light; the Trinity centering the shaft of Creations’ seeming fulcrum of its heartbeat, ALL ONE.

The manner of the extension of God Aton’s knowing to His thinking was as follows: The Father of the Kingdom extended His arms of still Light unto His heaven and said to one: “Sit here and look inward. Be the seed of My knowing for repeating My thinking. Refold the forms of My imagining within your stillness and give them back to Me for resurrection in the imaged forms of My imagining and let your name be North.”

And to the other Light the centering Spirit said: “Sit here and look outward. Be the womb of My knowing for bearing My thinking. Unfold my seed from the stillness of seed and give earth forms of them to heavens to manifest Me.”

“Mother My thinking; and let your name be South, South in Light means outward breathing from the seed into their heavens. Interweave your threads of light of earths and suns with threads of light from heavens into patterns of My thinking extended from My knowing to manifest My knowing.”

To the North and South the Father said: “Behold in you and Me the firmament of my desiring to mirror the Light of My knowing into Father-Mother forms of My imagining.”

And earths appeared below and heavens above the
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firmament, each being each, each mirrored from the other to become the other.

Come now, you have been nagging and nagging that we “get on with it”—and you over and over again said that you are ready already. But oops, no big bang and no coming from the seal to evolve from a fish? No apes?—Just Light, and thought and wham, bam, there it is? Well, God Aton thinks most carefully, little ones. For lo—knowing that God Aton can create anything which God Aton desires, all imaginings in seed of earths unfolded into the heavens for heaven’s refolding into patterned seed of earths for earth’s reborn; and behold, God Aton’s imaginings pulsed with life of His imaginings within His omnipresent Kingdom. God Aton rather likes this game, don’t you? Continuing, God Aton divided the waters from the waters: those which were under the firmament from those which were above the firmament, and each were of each, and each of the other. “Firmament” meaning the vault or arch of the sky, lest we overload you.

Now this was very good. All things were thus divided, as two halves of one which never could be one, but must forever born the other from each other to manifest the KNOWING of the ONE as the two opposed desires of His thinking. This was a really fine game.

The all-knowing was in the Light. And God Aton sowed seed-suns of all-knowing Light unto far reaches of the firmament for borning into patterned images of His own imagining. Then the planets began to come forth in life and bring forth grass, and herb-yielding seed after his kind, and the tree yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself, after his kind—and this, too, was good.

So too did the seas begin to bear life and great whales came forth, and every living creature that moved and had life, and fowl that might fly above the earth in the open firmament of heaven—all created for a wondrous placement for you of the most wondrous creations of all.

Then it was decreed that the earth would bring forth the living creatures after his kind, cattle, and creeping things, and beasts of the earth after his kind—and it was so. And you know what? At that point it was very good and pleasing, this tapestry of thought projected throughout the universe of infinity.

Then came a very interesting experiment in creating—of course, that was HUMAN. Human was created in Spirit as the direct reflection of the thought-form of God Aton. In the beginning God Aton could whisper to Human and, while Human was new, (s)he listened—but as the compression crushed upon Human and (s)he forgot, so did (s)he cease to hear the soft whispers. So, God Aton pushed it a bit further and gave human “knowing” and allowed her/him, in the image of God Aton, to have dominion over those nice fish of the sea, and over the fowl of the air, and over the cattle, and over all the earth—for by now the planets were come to life and it was good that the orbs have caretakers and stewards.

And lo, human knew God Aton in her/him and emerged from the dark of her/his jungle into dawn of the Light in her/him and turned her/his eyes upward toward the Mount of his ascension from sensing into knowing. And human desired her/his ascension into the Light. And God Aton could see that it was good and dwelt within Human to give her/him the Light of all-knowing, as awakening Human desired the Light of all-knowing. Did something go wrong? No, it has gone exactly as was predicted—it is simply that some of the Creations are farther along on the path within the cycle than are others and that, too, is a process of sensing which can move into Knowing and then on into Thinking where in Human can become One with the Creator and create that which (s)he finds to be “good”.

Ah, but it comes with responsibility, beloved little fragments—great responsibility not to botch a universe. You ones get too big for your pantaloons and begin to tear the place up in the cycle of negative destruction which is of evil-dark intent before you can find the better way within the cycle back unto goodness and responsibility and into Oneness again with Creator.

Oh, you wanted this from Little Crow [a Native American teacher, who also brought “The Word”] so you could better understand it? You understand alright, you just fail to desire to accept the responsibility of the recognition of Knowingness. Well, God Aton has certainly as much time as do you—in fact because other impacts come upon your very created orb—you are running right out of “time”. The sequence is nearing the connection of transition so that the spiral can move onward without breaking of the patterns. Just as a babe outgrows the cradle—so must Human get off his narrow little self-tunnel and grow. It is either grow or repeat the grade—no shortcuts and no cheating.

The universe is indeed wondrous and great. It is pure art in beauty and perceived motion—filling the very being with color and refractions of Light playing about the cosmos. Great art is purely simplistic. God Aton’s universe is great art for it is indeed simple. Great art is balanced. God Aton’s universe is consummate art for it is balanced simplicity. God Aton’s art is harmonious—God Aton’s universe is perfection for it is total harmony. God Aton’s universe is one in which many things have majestic measure; and again another many have measure too fine for sensing. Those God Aton keeps for the using as He changes His thoughts.

3. Rhythmic Balanced Interchange

God Aton has not one law for those great and majestic things, and yet another law for things which are beyond the sensing. God Aton has but one law for all His opposed pairs of creating things and that law needs but one word to spell it out, so hear Him when He says that the one word of HIS ONE LAW IS “BALANCE”[1-25].

And if human needs two words to aid her/him in her/his knowing of the workings of that law, those two words are: BALANCED INTERCHANGE.

And if human still needs more words to aid her/his knowing of God Aton’s one law, God Aton gives her/him another one, and let those three words be: RHYTHMIC BALANCED INTERCHANGE.
So be it. That isn’t too hard to remember, is it?

**Figure 1:** Rhythmic Balanced Interchange

The underlying law of Creation is **Rhythmic Balanced Interchange** in all transactions in Nature. It is the one principle upon which the continuity of the universe depends. Likewise, it is the one principle upon which the continuity of Human’s transactions, her/his health and happiness depend. It is the manifestation of God Aton’s two opposing desires in all processes of creation.

**Balance** is the principle of unity, of oneness. In it is the stability which lies in CAUSE. Balance is the foundation of the very universe itself.

**Balanced Interchange** simulates oneness by interchange between pairs of opposites. It is the principle of equal giving between all moving pairs of unbalanced opposites which constitute this dual electric universe. In it is the instability of EFFECT. Instability is forever seeking to find stability. It can never find it, but it can simulate it by balancing its instability through equality of interchange.

**Rhythmic Balanced Interchange** is the principle of continuity of EFFECT. Balanced interchange between opposites repeats simulation of stability, and rhythmic balanced interchange continues that repetition.

4. **Obedience to the one law is absolute**

Rhythmic Balanced Interchange is the inviolate law WHICH MUST BE OBEYED. Nature persistently violates it and Nature instantly pays the price of its violations in its storms, tornados, crashing avalanches and tragedy of field, forest and jungle.

Human persistently violates it and instantly pays the price of his violation in her/his crashing business failures, enmities, unhappiness and illness.

All the storms of earth cannot affect the balance of the earth, for balance in the universe cannot be upset. The earth continues in its fixed, balanced orbit with so much precision that its position can be determined at any time to the split second.

If the earth disobeyed this law by the slightest variance, its oceans would sweep its continents clearing of all living and growing things.—OOPS?? Now just guess what happens when both nature and human work diligently together toward greater unbalance? You got it!

5. **Human must pay for disobedience**

Human’s disobedience to the law cannot affect the balance of Human in her/his whole journey, for every unbalanced action of her/his must eventually be balanced. **Human is on her/his way to his cosmic goal of Oneness with his Creator**—so you see, we can wait around for a very long time and hardly notice it for Human can in no way deviate from that fixed orbit which will eventually take her/him to his destination of glory in the high heavens—no matter how long it might be perceived to take. **BY DISOBEYING THE LAW (S)HE IS BUT HURTING HER/HIMSELF WHILE ON HER/HIS JOURNEY, BUT (S)HE MUST MAKE THE JOURNEY AND MUST BALANCE EVERY UNBALANCED ACTION WHILE ON THE WAY.** Oh my gosh, responsibility again?

You don’t think God Aton takes this seriously enough? God Aton thought you would never take it seriously at all! Moreover, there is a great deal of humorous activity flying around on our placement and it is indeed amusing—after all, where did we think “humor” comes from? Perhaps we are beginning to catch on a bit?

It is as though a human on a great ocean liner disobeyed the laws of the ship. In spite of her/his disobedience the ship is taking her/him to her/his destination and (s)he must go with it. Likewise, (s)he has hurt her/himself by lessening the happiness of her/his journey.

**The whole principle of creation lies in equal giving!** The Oneness of the Light is divided into an equal and opposite two; and all interchange between the two must be equal in their giving. God Aton’s division of the Light into a seeming two is manifested in Nature by electric waves of two opposing lights springing from the still sea of God Aton’s magnetic Light, just as waves of water spring from the still ocean.
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**Figure 2:** In the wave lies the secret of creation: therefore know the wave!

The outstanding characteristic of waves is that they forever...
interchange. Troughs become crests and crests become troughs. Gravity pressure above and below their axis is equal. So long, as equality of interchange continues rhythmically, waves repeat their interchange. When the sloping sand at the beach prevents this equality of rhythmic balanced interchange, the waves accumulate unbalance until they crash on the shore.

Every transaction in human relations either continues or discontinues, is in accord with obedience or disobedience to this one law. A human who sells and gives less value for that given to her/him, lays the foundation for her/his own wreckage. (S)he finds it ever harder to sell and loses many purchasers by gaining their ill will. (S)he who gives equally for what is given to him multiplies her/his purchasers and prospers by gaining their goodwill.

The pulse-beat, the swinging pendulum, the in-breathing and out-breathing of living things all exemplify God Aton’s one law of rhythmic balanced interchange. Any deviation from that law in the heart-beat of a Human would endanger her/his continuance, but when there is a rhythmic balanced interchange between the two compression and expansion opposites, human’s life continues to function at maximum.

Human has free right to choose her/his own actions, but (s)he must balance those actions with equal and opposite reactions until (s)he learns that God Aton’s one law MUST be obeyed. This God Aton holds inviolate. The whole purpose of life is to learn how to manifest God Aton in Truth and the Law. The lesson is a hard one but Human, her/himself makes it hard by her/his unknowing of the Law.

As Human gradually knows her/his purpose and the Law by knowing God Aton in her/him, life becomes more and more beautiful, and human more powerful in her/his manifestation of power.

Human’s power lies in giving. (S)he must learn to give as Nature gives. Each half of acycle eternally gives to the other half for re-giving. Nature forever unfolds into many for the purpose of refolding into one. Each individual must manifest this universal Law.

The desire of some parents to run their children’s lives for them, often claiming that they have sacrificed their own lives for them, are taking from their children—not giving. They are taking away the initiative children need to complete their own cycles; they must live their own lives for themselves. Human must know the principle of Creation, giving between each interchanging opposite half of each cycle for the purpose of repeating its giving.

This is universal law and each individual must manifest this law!

Human will forever war with human until (s)he learns to give her/his all with the full expectation of equal receiving, and never taking that which is not given as an earned reward for this giving. Where do you think this world is in this particular cycle? Does look pretty bleak, eh what?

6. Conclusions

Every Human being is born genius because God Aton made human in His own image – remember that image of perfection is perfection.

In order to enjoy own perfection Human needs to reach truth and knowledge by turning within to connect with Spirit and to obey God Aton’s laws. The most important God Aton’s law is Law of Love or Rhythmic Balanced Interchange: equal giving and regiving in all Human transactions.

Then it is required responsibility of the recognition of Knowingness and ascension from sensing into knowing which is a process which can move into Thinking where in Human can become One with the Creator.

The whole purpose of life is to learn how to manifest God Aton in Truth and the Law. As Human gradually knows her/his purpose and the Law by knowing God Aton in her/him, life becomes more and more beautiful, and human more powerful in her/his manifestation of power.

Human’s power lies in giving. Human must learn to give as Nature gives. Each half of a cycle eternally gives to the other half for re-giving.

This is universal law and each individual must manifest this law!
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